1. Tail Hair
   a) Pull (DO NOT CUT) 40-50 hair roots for animals > 90 days of age. Under 90 days of age: 60-70 hair roots. Visually check that roots are attached to hair. DO NOT TOUCH ROOT BULBS
   b) Place sample in this box with roots at left. Tape in place with tape over hair shaft on right.

2. Semen
   a) Put semen samples into protective wrapping to avoid breakage. Ship ASAP, to avoid any sort of outside growth that could interfere in DNA extraction.

3. Blood Card
   a) Write the blood card’s barcode on this sheet in notes section OR verify the barcode area above matches.
   b) Send Blood Card with this form to Geneseek

4. Tissue Vial
   a) Write the tissue vial’s barcode on this sheet in notes section OR verify the barcode area above matches.
   b) Send Tissue Vial with this form to Geneseek